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Cleanware™ Electrode Washer

For other Scienceware®
Microscope Accessories,
See Pages 86-87

Saves Time and Reduces Scratching
The Electrode Washer provides a safe, convenient way
to clean delicate pH electrodes in place without the
risk of scratching or damage. The unit consists of a
polyethylene spray chamber to surround electrodes,
a 500ml polyethylene reservoir that holds distilled water
and a length of tubing to drain the chamber. The electrode
hangs into the spray chamber and with a squeeze of the
reservoir, a spray of water rinses the electrode. The base
of the system is 14cm (51⁄2") diameter and the washer is
21cm (81⁄4") high.
CATALOG NO.

PRICE/EACH

H17188-0000

$77.25

Vikem® Vinyl Aprons
Ask About Special Discount Pricing on Quantity
Orders

Cleanware™ Microscope Optics Cleaning Kit
Clean, Clear and Smudge Free
Now it’s easy to keep optics clear and microscope parts clean. This kit has
everything you need, including ten pre-saturated optic and lens cleaning pads, two
individually wrapped packs of anti-static plastic surface wipes and two 15.2cm (6")
swabs which are pre-moistened with germicide. Complete instructions for use
included. No Air Shipment.
CATALOG NO.

DESCRIPTION

F17072-0000
F17072-0010

Cleaning Kit
Additional pre-saturated optical cleaning pads,
10 per bag

PRICE

$50.00/Each
9.30/Bag

LENGTH x WIDTH

translucent

91 x 69cm (36 x 27˝)

PRICE/EACH

H24603-0002

black

91 x 69cm (36 x 17˝)

12.69

H24604-0001

translucent

107 x 91cm (42 x 36˝)

16.50

H24604-0002

black

107 x 91cm (42 x 36˝)

15.60

$12.00

Bel-Art’s® soap and bleach wash bottles ensure leak proof
dispensing for safe cleaning. Polypropylene closure is 53mm
wide with a leakproof design. Easy to read, LDPE solvent
resistant printed bottles include: Department of
Transportation (DOT) and National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) codes and symbols, Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) numbers,
protective equipment symbols and target organ information making your workplace
safer. 6 per bag, 2 bags per case.

A. SMORC® Small Orifice
Cleaner
Ideal for Cleaning Clogged Nozzles,
Spray Bottles, Tubing, Glass Vials and More
Uniquely designed for cleaning small orifices, a pin vise holds stainless steel wire
securely while cleaning. A 22mm (7⁄8") diameter ring magnet on the handle keeps
the SMORC® cleaner handy and is also useful for picking up wires. Supplied with the
Scienceware® H38126 wire assortment (see below for wire sizes) which store
conveniently inside the hollow handle. Length without wire is 10.2cm (4").
Per each, 12 per case.
CATALOG NO.

PRICE/EACH

F38125-0000

$51.00

B. Smorc® Small Orifice Cleaner
Replacement Wires
Package of 30 stainless steel wires for use with the SMORC® Small Orifice Cleaner.
51mm (2") long wires packaged in a plastic vial. Includes 10 each of 3 sizes:
0.152, 0.254, 0.508mm (.006, .010, .020").

1-800-4BEL-ART

COLOR

H24603-0001

Ideal Benchtop Cleaning Tools

A

CATALOG NO.

CATALOG NO.

Soap and Bleach Labeled Wash
Bottles, Wide Mouth

B

H38126-0000

Made from virgin vinyl film, Bel-Art® aprons have a stitched
cotton binding securing all edges. Strong tie backs are
double reinforced with metal grommets through three layers
of material at the waist. Non-absorbent and chemically
resistant, these aprons give excellent protection to
personnel in hospitals, schools, laboratories and industrial
plants. Yearly contracts on larger quantities at special discount prices are available.

PRICE/SET

$22.50

CATALOG NO.

LABEL

SIZE

F11646-0614

Soap

500ml (16oz)

PRICE/BAG

$22.50

F11646-0627

Sodium Hypochlorite (Bleach)

500ml (16oz)

22.50

Plastic Disposal Box
This clearly labeled carton is dedicated to
separating plastics from the waste stream. When filled,
the entire box is collected ensuring safe handling and
ready identification of contents during processing for final
disposal. The rigid cardboard body supports a polyethylene
liner that contains spills. The unit is sized to fit under many
benchtops yet has a volume of approximately 38 liters (10
gallons) to hold a large quantity of plastic disposables.
Disposal boxes are shipped flat and fold into shape easily.
Dimensions: 30 X 30 X 68cm H (12 X 12 X 27"). 6 per
pack, 10 packs per case.
CATALOG NO.

PRICE/PACK

F24657-0001

$53.00

